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Abstract
Given a complete graph with edge weights that satisfy the triangle inequality, we bound the
minimum cost of a subgraph which is the union of two spanning trees in terms of the minimum
cost of a k-edge-connected subgraph, for k6 4.
? 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
It is well-known that two edge-disjoint spanning trees of minimum total weight
(cost) in an edge-weighted graph can be computed in polynomial time (see for example
[4]). On the other hand, computing a minimum weight (edge- or vertex-) k-connected
subgraph is NP-hard even for k=2. Given a complete undirected graph (without parallel
edges) with edge-costs satisfying the triangle inequality, our main results are that the
minimum cost of a subgraph which is a union of two disjoint spanning trees is at most
• 4 times the minimum cost of a spanning tree;
• 3 times the minimum cost of a 2-connected subgraph;
• twice the minimum cost of a 3-connected subgraph;
• the minimum cost of a 4-connected subgraph.
Since the minimum cost of a vertex-k-connected subgraph is at least that of an
edge-k-connected subgraph, the above bounds also hold for vertex connectivity. From
now on we will use the terminology ‘connectivity’ for ‘edge-connectivity’ and ‘disjoint’
for ‘edge-disjoint’.
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The bound relating to 4-connected subgraphs follows from the following well-known
results:
Theorem 1.1 (Nash Williams [3] and Tutte [5]). A connected (multi-) graph G=(V; E)
contains k disjoint spanning trees if and only if e(P)¿ k(t − 1) for every partition
P={V1; V2; : : : ; Vt} of V ; where e(P) denotes the number of edges connecting di4erent
parts of P.
Corollary 1.2 (GusHeld [2]). Every minimal k-connected graph G=(V; E) is a disjoint
union of  k2 disjoint spanning trees and k=2 forests.
Corollary 1.3. The minimum cost of a subgraph which is a union of two disjoint
spanning trees is at most the minimum cost of a 4-connected subgraph.
We consider a complete graph G = (V; E) with edge costs cuv(u; v)∈E satisfying
the triangle inequality, and |V |¿ 4. For a subgraph G′ = (V; E′) of G we denote
c(G′) =
∑
(u;v)∈E′ cuv.
2. Bounds with respect to spanning trees
Theorem 2.1. The minimum cost of a subgraph which is a union of two disjoint
spanning trees is at most 4 times the minimum cost of a spanning tree.
We will prove a tightened version of Theorem 2.1. For a tree T , let LT be the set
of leaf edges of T (the edges in T that are incident with a leaf).
Theorem 2.2. Let T be a spanning tree of G. Then G contains two disjoint spanning
trees whose total cost is at most 4c(T )− c(LT ).
Proof. Assume Hrst that T is a path (v1; v2; : : : ; vn). Let P1 = {(v1; v3); (v3; v5); : : :}; and
P2 = {(v2; v4); (v4; v6); : : :}. Let e = (vi; vj); where i is even; j is odd; and |i − j|¿ 1.
Then P1 ∪ P2 ∪ e is a spanning tree; disjoint from T ; of cost at most 3c(T ) − c(LT )
(by the triangle inequality).
Suppose now that T is not a path. The proof is by induction on n= |V |.
For n = 4; T is a star while G is a union of two disjoint spanning trees. The cost
of the edges not in T is, by the triangle inequality, at most 2c(T ) so that the claim is
satisHed.
Assuming the statement is true for n− 1, one can prove it for n; n¿ 5. Let u be a
vertex of V which is adjacent to at least two leaves of T which we denote v and w
(if such a u exist). Without loss of generality assume that cuw6 cuv.
Let T ′ = T \ {v} then:
c(T ′) = c(T )− cuv
c(LT ′) = c(LT )− cuv:
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By the inductive hypothesis, there exist spanning trees T ′1 and T
′
2 of the subgraph of
G induced by V \ {v} such that
c(T ′1) + c(T
′
2)6 4c(T
′)− c(LT ′):
We generate from these trees two spanning trees T1 and T2 of G by adding (u; v)
to one of them and (w; v) to the other one. By the triangle inequality and the above
relations
c(T1) + c(T2) = c(T ′1) + c(T
′
2) + cuv + cwv
6 c(T ′1) + c(T
′
2) + 2cuv + cuw
6 4c(T ′)− c(LT ′) + 2cuv + cuw
= 4(c(T )− cuv)− (c(LT )− cuv) + 2cuv + cuw
= 4c(T )− c(LT )− (cuv − cuw)
6 4c(T )− c(LT ):
If there is no such u then there is a leaf v such that its neighbor u has degree 2 and
denote u’s other neighbor by w.
Let T ′ = T \ {v} then:
c(T ′) = c(T )− cuv
c(LT ′) = c(LT )− cuv + cwu:
By the inductive hypothesis, there exist spanning trees T ′1 and T
′
2 of the subgraph of
G induced by V \ {v} such that
c(T ′1) + c(T
′
2)6 4c(T
′)− c(LT ′):
We generate from these trees two spanning trees T1 and T2 of G by adding (u; v)
to one of them and (w; v) to the other one. By the triangle inequality and the above
relations
c(T1) + c(T2) = c(T ′1) + c(T
′
2) + cuv + cwv
6 c(T ′1) + c(T
′
2) + 2cuv + cuw
6 4c(T ′)− c(LT ′) + 2cuv + cuw
= 4(c(T )− cuv)− (c(LT )− cuv + cwu) + 2cuv + cuw
= 4c(T )− c(LT )− cuv
6 4c(T )− c(LT ):
Remark 2.3. The ratio 4 can be achieved as can be seen by the following example:
Let V = {1; 2; 3; 4}; c(1; 2) = c(3; 4) = 0; and c(i; j) = 1 otherwise. Then the minimum
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cost of a spanning tree is 1 whereas G is a union of 2 spanning trees and its cost
is 4.
Remark 2.4. The following is an example of a family of graphs for which the ratio
4 is achieved asymptotically. Let V = {r} ∪ V1 ∪ V2 ∪ · · · ∪ Vk where Vi = {i; i′} and
let c be as follows c(r; i) = M; c(i; i′) = 1; c(r; i′) = M + 1∀i and otherwise c = 2M
(M is a large positive number). The minimum cost spanning tree consists of the edges
(r; i); (i; i′)∀i with cost kM + k. Whereas a union of 2 spanning trees costs at least
4kM + 2k.
3. Bounds with respect to 2-connected subgraphs
We now consider the ratio between minimum cost subgraph decomposable into 2
disjoint spanning trees and a minimum cost 2-connected subgraph. As any 2-connected
subgraph contains a spanning tree, Theorem 2.1 implies that this ratio is at most 4.
But the next theorem contains a stronger bound.
We will use the following result (see for example Proposition 2.10 in [1]): A con-
nected graph G= (V; E) is 2-connected if and only if it has an ear-decomposition. An
ear-decomposition of G is a sequence G0; G1; : : : ; Gt =G of subgraphs of G where G0
consists of one vertex and no edges, and each Gi arises from Gi−1 by adding a path
Pi for which the two (not necessarily distinct) end-vertices belong to Gi−1 while the
inner-vertices of Pi do not. For an ear-decomposition of a 2-connected graph we may
choose any simple cycle as P1. The paths Pi are called ears. For a minimum cost
2-connected subgraph where the cost function satisHes the triangle inequality (as in
our case) we can assume that for every i¿ 2 the ear Pi is a path and not a cycle (by
the triangle inequality a cycle with one of the ‘old’ edges incident to the end-vertex
can be replaced by a path while decreasing its cost).
Theorem 3.1. The minimum cost of a subgraph which is a union of two disjoint
spanning trees is at most 3 times the minimum cost of a 2-connected subgraph.
Proof. Let G′ be a minimum cost 2-connected subgraph of G; and let G0; G1; : : : ; Gt
be an ear-decomposition of G′; where Gi = (Vi; Ei). We may assume that G1 contains
at least 4 vertices.
We will prove by induction on i that there exists a subgraph which is an extension
of Gi to a union of 2 disjoint spanning trees over Vi that costs at most 3c(Gi).
For i=0 V0 has only one vertex, and a graph with no edges is a union of 2 disjoint
spanning trees over V0.
We assume the claimed property for i − 1. Thus, we assume that there is a sub-
graph Hi−1 = (Vi−1; Ei−1) which is a union of 2 disjoint spanning trees over Vi−1 and
c(Hi−1)6 3c(Gi−1), and will prove it for i.
Let Pi be the ear as above. Denote Pi = v1; v2; : : : ; vk the vertices in the ear.
If k = 1 or k = 2 or k = 3 and v1 = v3 (using the assumption that Pi is a path and
not a cycle) then Hi = Hi−1 ∪ Pi contains a union of two disjoint spanning trees and
therefore, c(Hi)6 3c(Gi) (because of the induction assumption).
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Suppose now that k¿ 4. c(Gi)=c(Gi−1)+
∑k−1
l=1 c(vl; vl+1). Set H
i=(Vi; Ei) where,
Ei = Ei−1 ∪ Pi ∪ {(vr; vr+2)|16 r6 k − 2}. The cost of Hi satisHes
c(Hi) = c(Hi−1) +
k−1∑
l=1
c(vl; vl+1) +
k−2∑
l=1
c(vl; vl+2)
6 3c(Gi−1) +
k−1∑
l=1
c(vl; vl+1) +
k−2∑
l=1
(c(vl; vl+1) + c(vl+1; cl+2))
6 3c(Gi−1) + 3
k−1∑
l=1
c(vl; vl+1)
= 3c(Gi):
It remains to show that Hi contains a union of two disjoint spanning trees. We
know that Hi−1 contains a union of two disjoint spanning trees over Vi−1 and Hi−1
is a subgraph of Hi, therefore, it is suJcient to show that the extension of Pi with
E∗ = {(vl; vl+2)|16 l6 k − 2} maintains the property that the graph contains a union
of two disjoint spanning trees. Let T1 =(Vi−1; E′); T2 =(Vi−1; E′′) be disjoint spanning
trees of Hi−1. Let T ′1 = (Vi; E
′ ∪{(vl; vl+1)|26 l6 k− 1}). Then T ′1 is a spanning tree
over Vi (this is so because the inner vertices of Pi are not in Vi−1). Let T ′2 = (Vi; E
′′ ∪
E∗ ∪ {(v1; v2)}). Then T ′2 is a spanning tree over Vi if k is even and T ′2 contains a
spanning tree over Vi if k is odd.
Remark 3.2. The ratio 3 can be achieved asymptotically: Let G contain a Hamiltonian
cycle with unit edges costs; while the other edges have a cost of 2. The minimum cost
subgraph which is a union of two disjoint spanning trees contains 2n − 2 edges and
costs 3n − 4. A minimum cost 2-connected subgraph is the Hamiltonian cycle which
costs n.
4. Bounds with respect to 3-connected subgraphs
For a 3-connected graph G we deHne the following operations:
Operation Q: Connect a pair of nodes of G by a new edge (possibly a loop).
Operation Q′: Subdivide an edge by a new node z, choose an existing node x and
add a new edge between x and z.
Operation Q′′: Subdivide two edges by new nodes z1; z2 and join the new nodes by
an edge.
Theorem 4.1 (Frank [1, Theorem 7.13]). A graph G is 3-connected if and only if G
can be obtained from a node by repeated application of Q; Q′ and Q′′.
Theorem 4.2. The minimum cost of a subgraph of G which is a union of two disjoint
spanning trees is at most twice the minimum cost of a 3-connected subgraph.
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Proof. Denote by G(3)=(V; E(3)) a minimum cost 3-connected subgraph of G. We will
show that there exists a subgraph H =(V; EH ) which is a union of 2 disjoint spanning
trees; whose cost satisHes c(EH )6 2c(E(3)).
To construct a union of two disjoint spanning trees T1∪T2 we will follow a construc-
tion of G(3) as described in Theorem 4.1. In step i we have a 3-connected subgraph
Gi = (Vi; Ei)Vi ⊂ V and a union of two disjoint spanning trees Fi = T i1 ∪ T i2 with
c(Fi)6 2c(Gi). To simplify the presentation we omit in the following the index i
from T1 and T2. We will maintain a mapping, m, of the edges of Fi to subsets of
edges of Gi and denote by s(e) = {e′|m(e′) = e} the set of edges that were mapped to
e in the mapping m, such that the following properties are satisHed:
|s(e)|6 2 ∀e∈Gi, (any edge of Gi is used at most twice);
m(e)={e} or m(e)={e′; e′′} where e; e′; e′′ form a cycle (from this and the triangle
inequality c(e)6
∑
e′∈m(e) c(e
′)).
This mapping certiHes that
c(Fi) =
∑
e∈Fi
c(e)6
∑
e∈Fi
∑
e′∈m(e)
c(e′)6
∑
e∈Ei
c(e)|s(e)|6 2c(Gi):
We start with G1, a graph which contains a single vertex. We also set F1 to this
vertex. In a step we perform operation Q; Q′, or Q′′.
We assume the current graphs Gi and Fi satisfy the assumptions, and we show how
to maintain them.
When applying Q′ and Q′′ we delete edges from Gi. We will have to modify the
trees and also the mapping so that all the edges in Fi+1 are mapped to edges in Gi+1.
We will add to Fi edges that guarantee that both T1 and T2 remain connected and
span the vertices of Gi+1. In some cases the resulting subgraphs Ti i=1; 2 may contain
cycles. In such cases, an arbitrary new edge from each cycle can be deleted so that
each of these subgraphs is a tree.
When Q is applied then Fi+1 = Fi; m will not be changed, and the required assump-
tions are maintained.
Consider an application of Q′. Denote with a; b; x the neighbors of z (z was obtained
by subdivision of (a; b)).
We analyze below all the possible cases of s(a; b) (up to symmetry between a and b
and between T1 and T2). If in any of the cases (a; c)∈ s(a; b) is replaced by (a; z); (z; c)
then m(z; c) = {(z; b); (b; c)}. Note that (a; c)∈ s(a; b) implies m(a; c) = {(a; b); (b; c)}
so that (b; c)∈Gi). All other new edges in Fi+1 are mapped to themselves. DeHne
S = s(a; b); S1 = S ∩ T1 and S2 = S ∩ T2.
• S1 = S2 = ∅: Add (a; z) to T1 and (b; z) to T2.
• S1 = {(a; b)}: Replace (a; b) by (a; z); (b; z) in T1 and add (x; z) to T2.
• S1 = {(a; c)}: Replace (a; c) by (c; z); (a; z) in T1 and add (x; z) to T2.
• S = {(a; b); (a; c)}:
If S1 = {(a; b); (a; c)}, replace them by (a; z); (c; z); (b; z) in T1 and add (x; z) to T2.
If S1 = {(a; b)}; S2 = {(a; c)}, replace (a; b) by (a; z); (z; b) in T1 and replace (a; c)
by (a; x); (x; z); (z; c) in T2.
• S = {(a; c); (a; d)}:
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If S1 = {(a; c); (a; d)}, replace them by (a; z); (z; c); (z; d) in T1 and add (x; z) to T2.
If S1 = {(a; c)}; S2 = {(a; d)}, replace (a; c) by (a; z); (z; c) in T1 and replace (a; d)
by (a; x); (x; z); (z; d) in T2.
• s(a; b) = {(a; c); (b; d)}:
If S1 = {(a; c); (b; d)}, replace them by (a; z); (b; z); (c; z); (d; z) in T1 and add (x; z)
to T2.
If S1 = {(a; c)}; S2 = {(b; d)}, replace (a; c) by (a; z); (z; c) in T1 and replace (b; d)
by (b; z); (d; z) in T2.
Consider an application of Q′′. Denote by a; b the neighbors of z1, and by c; d the
neighbors of z2. DeHne S = s(a; b) ∪ s(c; d) and S1; S2 as before.
For a full detailed case analysis of applying Q′′ see Appendix A. The following is
a sketch of the mapping and the construction of the trees.
If in any of the cases (a; f)∈ s(a; b) is replaced by (a; z1); (z1; f) then m(z1; f) =
{(z1; b); (b; f)}. If (a; z2)∈Fi+1 then m(a; z2) = {(a; z1); (z1; z2)}. All other new edges
in Fi+1 are mapped to themselves.
If (a; b)∈ S1 then replace (a; b) by (a; z1); (z1; b) in T1.
If (a; f)∈ S1 then replace (a; f) by (a; z1); (z1; f) in T1.
This construction can be applied in all cases unless we reach a conMict when an
edge belongs to both T1 and T2. These conMicts will be resolved as follows (while
maintaining |s(e)|6 2 ∀e∈Fi+1):
If (a; z1) belongs to both T1 and T2, replace it in T1 (only) by (a; z2); (z1; z2).
In case T1 or T2 is not connected add one or two edges connecting z1 or z2 with
a; b; c; d; z1 or z2 to make it connected.
If (z1; z2) belongs to both T1 and T2, replace it in one of them by (a; z2) or (c; z1).
We now describe in more detail seven cases in which the resolution of conMicts is
less obvious. The last two cases also involve transferring an edge from one tree to the
other.
• S1 = {(a; b)}; S2 = {(a; f); (c; d); (c; g)}: Replace (a; f) by (f; z1) in T2. Then T2
has two connected components such that a and z1 are not in the same component.
By adding either (a; z2) or (c; z1) the two components will be connected.
• S1={(a; b); (c; d)}; S2={(a; f); (c; g)}: Replace (a; f); (c; g) by (f; z1); (g; z2) in T2.
In T2 there are three connected components. Add a pair of edges from (a; z2); (c; z1);
(z1; z2) to make it connected.
• S1 = {(a; b)}; S2 = {(a; f); (c; g); (c; h)}: Replace (a; f); (c; g); (c; h) by (f; z1); (c; z2);
(g; z2); (h; z2) in T2. T2 contains two connected components such that a; z1 are in
distinct components. Add one of (a; z2) or (c; z1) to make T2 connected.
• S1 = {(a; b); (c; g)}; S2 = {(a; f); (c; h)}: Replace (a; f); (c; h) by (f; z1); (h; z2) in T2.
T2 contains three connected components. Add two of the edges (a; z2); (z1; z2); (z1; c)
to T2 to make it connected.
• S1 ={(a; i); (c; g)}; S2 ={(a; f); (c; h)}: Replace (a; f); (c; h) by (f; z1); (h; z2); (z1; z2)
in T2. T2 contains two connected components. Add either (c; z1) or (a; z2) to T2
make it connected.
• S1={(a; i); (b; f); (c; g); (d; h)}: Replace them by (a; z1); (z1; i); (z1; f); (b; z1); (c; z2);
(g; z2); (h; z2); (d; z2) in T1. T1 now contains cycles. Transfer one of the new edges
that belongs to a cycle in T1 to T2 and also add (z1; z2) to T2.
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• S1 = {(a; i); (b; f)}; S2 = {(c; g); (d; h)}: (a; i); (b; f) by (a; z1); (f; z1); (i; z1); (z1; z2),
(b; z1) in T1. T1 contains a cycle. Transfer one of the new edges (not (z1; z2)) to T2
and also replace (c; g); (d; h) by (c; z2); (g; z2); (h; z2); (d; z2) in T2.
Remark 4.3. The ratio 2 can be achieved asymptotically: Construct a graph G as
follows: Start with a 3-connected 3-regular graph with n=3 vertices and unit costs.
Replace each vertex in this graph by a 3-edge cycle such that each vertex v of the
cycle is incident with exactly one of the original edges incident with v. Let the edge
costs of the new cycles edges be 0. Note that the resulting graph G3 has n vertices and
is 3-connected and 3-regular. Now augment G3 to a complete graph by adding all the
missing edges with cost 1. Observe that the triangle inequality holds. A minimum cost
3-connected subgraph of G is G3 since it is 3-connected; has the minimum possible
number of edges ( 32n); and uses all the edges with zero cost. c(G3)=n=2. A minimum
cost subgraph which is a union of two spanning trees must have at least n− 2 edges
of cost 1 and therefore; its cost is at least n − 2. The asymptotic ratio is therefore 2;
as claimed.
We observe that the construction in Remark 4.3 uses the fact that the 3-connected
graph H contains many ‘triangles’, that is 3-edge cycles. We now show that these
triangles are indeed necessary to achieve the ratio of 2. We consider triangle-free
3-connected subgraphs and show that in this case it is possible to extend the graph to
contain two disjoint spanning trees by increasing the cost only by a factor of 53 . We
Hrst prove a lemma:
Lemma 4.4. A 3-connected multigraph G = (V; E) that contains r disjoint pairs of
parallel edges has at least 32n+ r=2 edges.
Proof. Let F=(V; E′) be the submultigraph of G such that E′ is the set of the r pairs of
parallel edges. Let V1; V2; : : : ; Vl be the connected components of F . Then; l¿ n − r.
Consider the multigraph G∗ = ({V1; V2; : : : ; Vl}; E∗) obtained from G by contracting
each Vi to a single vertex. G∗ is 3-connected as every cut in it corresponds to a cut in
G of the same size. Therefore; |E∗|¿ 3l=2. Therefore; |E|¿ (2r+3l=2)¿ (2r+3(n−
r)=2) = (3n=2 + r=2).
Theorem 4.5. The minimum cost of a subgraph of G which is a union of two disjoint
spanning trees is at most 53 times the minimum cost of a triangle-free 3-connected
subgraph.
Proof. Consider a triangle-free 3-connected subgraph G3. Let T be a minimum cost
spanning tree of G3. Then; c(T )6 23c(G3) (this is so as if we double every edge we
receive a 6-connected multigraph which contains 3 edge-disjoint connected spanning
trees and T costs at most one third of the cost of this multigraph). Let A′ be a cover of
T by 2-edge paths. Such a cover can be obtained by recursively selecting and deleting
from T a 2-edge path with both ends in leaves; if possible; and exactly one end in a
leaf otherwise. There may be one edge of T left uncovered.
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Let A be the set of edges connecting the two end vertices of each path in A′. Note
that A ∩ T = ∅. By the triangle inequality c(A)6 c(T ). We will prove below that the
multigraph G3∪A contains a union of two disjoint spanning trees. The theorem follows
since c(G3 ∪ A)6 c(G3) + c(T )6 53c(G3).
Consider a partition V1; : : : ; Vt of V . Let H be the multigraph with vertices corre-
sponding to the parts of the partition and edges corresponding to the edges of G3 ∪ A
connecting distinct parts. T induces in H a connected subgraph. Let T ′ be a spanning
tree of this subgraph. Thus T ′ contains t − 1 edges. Let e∈T ′ and assume that e was
covered by a 2-edge path Pe. Pe created an edge in A. This edge is in H unless the
two edges of Pe correspond to parallel edges in H (in which case both ends of the
resulting edge in A may be contained in the same part of the partition). Denote by k
the number of edges e∈T ′ for which the two edges of the corresponding 2-edge path
are parallel in H . Then by Lemma 4.4, H contains at least 32 t + k=2 edges of G3. In
addition it contains at least t − 1− k edges of T ′ that do not have their other 2-edge
path edge parallel to them in H and therefore induce together at least ((t−1−k)=2)−1
edges of A contained in H (we use (t − 1 − k)=2 instead of (t − k)=2 because there
may be one uncovered edge in T ). Therefore, H has at least 2t − 1 edges. Since the
above holds for every partition of V , by Theorem 1.1 G3 ∪ A contains two disjoint
spanning trees, as claimed.
Remark 4.6. The ratio 53 can be achieved asymptotically: Let G = (V; E) where V ={1; 2; 3; : : : ; n}; n is even. Let c(e) = 1 for e∈E3 where E3 = {(1; 2); (2; 3); : : : ; (n −
1; n); (n; 1)} ∪ {(i; i + (n=2))|∀16 i6 n=2}. Let c(e) = 2 for e∈E \ E3. Then E3 is
the edge set of a minimum 3-connected subgraph and c(E3) = 32n. A union of two
spanning trees must use additional n2 − 2 edges of cost 2 each so that its cost is
3
2n + 2((n=2) − 2) = 52n − 4. The ratio of these costs approaches 53 as n grows to
inHnity.
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Appendix A
The following is a detailed case analysis of the mapping and the trees after applying
Q′′ in the proof of Theorem 4.2:
• S1 = S2 = ∅: Add (a; z1); (c; z2) to T1 and (b; z1); (d; z2) to T2.
• S1 = {(a; b)}; S2 = ∅: Replace (a; b) by (a; z1); (z1; z2); (z1; b) in T1 and add
(c; z2); (d; z1) to T2. Set m(d; z1) = {(d; z2); (z1; z2)}.
• S1 = {(a; f)}; S2 = ∅: Replace (a; f) by (z1; f); (a; z1); (z1; z2) in T1 and add
(c; z2); (d; z1) to T2. Set m(d; z1) = {(d; z2); (z1; z2)}; m(z1; f) = {(z1; b); (b; f)}.
• S1 = {(a; b); (c; d)}: Replace the edges by (a; z1); (z1; b); (c; z2); (z2; d) in T1 and add
(z1; z2); (z1; d) to T2. Set m(z1; d) = {(d; z2); (z1; z2)}.
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• S1 = {(a; b)}; S2 = {(c; d)}: Replace (a; b) by (a; z1); (z1; b); (z1; z2) in T1 and (c; d)
by (c; z2); (z2; d); (z1; d) in T2. Set m(d; z1) = {(d; z2); (z1; z2)}.
• S1 = {(a; b); (c; f)}: Replace them by (a; z1); (z1; b); (c; z2); (z2; f) in T1 and add to
T2 the edges (z1; z2); (z1; c). Set m(z2; f)={(z2; d); (d; f)}m(z1; c)={(z1; z2); (z2; c)}.
• S1 = {(a; b)} and S2 = {(c; f)}: Replace them by (a; z1); (z1; b); (z1; z2) in
T1 and (c; z2); (z2; f); (d; z1) in T2. Set m(z2; f) = {(z2; d); (d; f)}; m(d; z1) =
{(d; z2); (z1; z2)}.
• S1 = {(a; f); (c; g)}: Replace them by (a; z1); (z1; f); (c; z2); (z2; g) in T1
and add (z1; z2); (c; z1) to T2. Set m(z1; f) = {(z1; b); (b; f)}, m(z2; g) =
{(z2; d); (d; g)}; m(c; z1) = {(c; z2); (z1; z2)}.
• S1 = {(a; f)}; S2 = {(c; g)}: Replace them by (a; z1); (z1; f); (z1; z2) in T1
and by (c; z2); (z2; g); (z1; d) in T2. Set m(z1; f) = {(z1; b); (b; f)}, m(z2; g) =
{(z2; d); (d; g)}; m(d; z1) = {(d; z2); (z1; z2)}.
• S1 = {(a; b); (a; f)}: Replace them by (a; z1); (b; z1); (f; z1); (c; z2) in T1, and add
(d; z2); (z1; z2) to T2. Set m(f; z1) = {(f; b); (b; z1)}.
• S1={(a; b)}; S2={(a; f)}: Replace (a; b) by (a; z1); (z1; b); (c; z2) in T1, and replace
(a; f) by (f; z1); (d; z2). Now T2 consist of two connected components such that a; z1
are not in the same component, and exactly one of the edges (a; z2); (z1; z2) connect
these components. Add this edge also to T2. Set m(f; z1)={(f; b); (b; z1)}; m(c; z2)=
{(c; z1); (z1; z2)}. If (a; z2)∈T2 also set m(a; z2) = {(z1; z2); (a; z1)}.
• S1 = {(a; f); (a; g)}: Replace them by (a; z1); (f; z1); (g; z1); (c; z2) in T1 and add
(d; z2); (z1; z2) to T2. Set m(f; z1) = {(f; b); (b; z1)} and m(g; z1) = {(g; b); (b; z1)}.
• S1={(a; f)}; S2={(a; g)}: Replace (a; f) by (a; z1); (f; z1); (c; z2) in T1 and replace
(a; g) by (g; z1); (d; z2) in T2. Now T2 consists of two connected components such
that a; z1 are in distinct components. Adding either (z1; z2) or (a; z2) to T2 makes it
a tree. Add this edge to T2. Set m(f; z1)={(f; b); (b; z1)}, m(g; z1)={(g; b); (b; z1)}.
If (a; z2)∈T2 also set m(a; z2) = {(a; z1); (z1; z2)}.
• S1={(a; b)}; S2={(a; f)}: Replace (a; b) by (a; z1); (z1; b); (c; z2) in T1, and replace
(a; f) by (f; z1); (d; z2). Now T2 consist of two connected components such that a; z1
are not in the same component, and exactly one of the edges (a; z2); (z1; z2) connect
these components. Add this edge also to T2. Set m(f; z1)={(f; b); (b; z1)}; m(c; z2)=
{(c; z1); (z1; z2)}. If (a; z2)∈T2 also set m(a; z2) = {(z1; z2); (a; z1)}.
• S1 = {(a; f); (a; g)}: Replace them by (a; z1); (f; z1); (g; z1); (c; z2) in T1 and add
(d; z2); (z1; z2) to T2. Set m(f; z1) = {(f; b); (b; z1)} and m(g; z1) = {(g; b); (b; z1)}.
• S1={(a; f)}; S2={(a; g)}: Replace (a; f) by (a; z1); (f; z1); (c; z2) in T1 and replace
(a; g) by (g; z1); (d; z2) in T2. Now T2 consists of two connected components such
that a; z1 are in distinct components. Adding either (z1; z2) or (a; z2) to T2 makes it
a tree. Add this edge to T2. Set m(f; z1)={(f; b); (b; z1)}, m(g; z1)={(g; b); (b; z1)}.
If (a; z2)∈T2 also set m(a; z2) = {(a; z1); (z1; z2)}.
• S1 = {(a; f); (b; g)}: Replace these edges by (a; z1); (b; z1); (f; z1); (g; z1); (c; z2)
in T1 and add (d; z2); (z1; z2) to T2. Set m(f; z1) = {(f; b); (b; z1)}; m(g; z1) =
{(a; g); (a; z1)}.
• S1 = {(a; f)}; S2 = {(b; g)}: Replace (a; f) by (a; z1); (f; z1); (c; z2) in T1 and
replace (b; g) by (b; z1); (g; z1); (d; z2). Set m(f; z1) = {(f; b); (b; z1)}; m(g; z1) =
{(a; g); (a; z1)}.
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• S1 = {(a; b); (a; f); (c; d)}: Replace them by (a; z1); (b; z1); (f; z1); (c; z2); (d; z2)
in T1 and add (c; z1); (z1; z2) to T2. Set m(f; z1) = {(f; b); (b; z1)}; m(c; z1) =
{(c; z2); (z1; z2)}.
• S1={(a; b)}; S2={(a; f); (c; d)}: Replace (a; b) by (a; z1); (b; z1); (c; z2) in T1 and re-
place (a; f) by (f; z1); (z1; z2); (a; z2) in T2. Set m(f; z1)={(f; b); (b; z1)}; m(a; z2)=
{(a; z1); (z1; z2)}; m(c; d) = {(c; z2); (d; z2)}.
• S1 = {(a; f)}; S2 = {(a; b); (c; d)}: Replace (a; f) by (a; z2); (z1; z2); (f; z1) in
T1 and replace (a; b); (c; d) by (a; z1); (b; z1); (c; z2); (d; z2) in T2. Set m(a; z2) =
{(a; z1); (z1; z2)}; m(f; z1) = {(f; b); (b; z1)}.
• S1 = {(c; d)}; S2 = {(a; b); (a; f)}: Replace (c; d) by (c; z2); (d; z2); (z1; z2) in T1
and replace (a; b); (a; f) by (a; z1); (b; z1); (f; z1); (a; z2) in T2. Set m(f; z1) =
{(f; b); (b; z1)}; m(a; z2) = {(a; z1); (z1; z2)}.
• S1 = {(a; b); (a; f); (c; g)}: Replace them by (a; z1); (b; z1); (f; z1); (c; z2); (g; z2)
in T1 and add (c; z1); (z1; z2) to T2. Set m(f; z1) = {(f; b); (b; z1)}; m(c; z1) =
{(c; z2); (z1; z2)}; m(g; z2) = {(d; g); (d; z2)}.
• S1 = {(a; b)}; S2 = {(a; f); (c; g)}: Replace (a; b) by (a; z1); (b; z1); (d; z2) in T1 and
replace (a; f); (c; g) by (f; z1); (z1; z2); (a; z2); (c; z2); (g; z2) in T2. Set m(f; z1) =
{(f; b); (b; z1)}; m(a; z2) = {(a; z1); (z1; z2)}; m(g; z2) = {(g; d); (d; z2)}.
• S1 = {(a; f)}; S2 = {(a; b); (c; g)}: Replace (a; f) by (a; z2); (z1; z2); (f; z1) in
T1 and replace (a; b); (c; g) by (a; z1); (b; z1); (c; z2); (g; z2) in T2. Set m(a; z2) =
{(a; z1); (z1; z2)}; m(f; z1) = {(f; b); (b; z1)}; m(g; z2) = {(d; g); (d; z2)}.
• S1 = {(c; g)}; S2 = {(a; b); (a; f)}: Replace (c; g) by (c; z2); (g; z2); (z1; z2) in T1
and replace (a; b); (a; f) by (a; z1); (b; z1); (f; z1); (a; z2) in T2. Set m(f; z1) =
{(f; b); (b; z1)}; m(g; z2) = {(g; d); (d; z2)}; m(a; z2) = {(a; z1); (z1; z2)}.
• S1 = {(a; f); (a; g); (c; d)}: Replace them by (a; z1); (f; z1); (g; z1); (c; z2); (d; z2)
in T1 and add (c; z1); (z1; z2) to T2. Set m(f; z1) = {(f; b); (b; z1)}; m(g; z1) =
{(g; b); (b; z1)}; m(c; z1) = {(c; z2); (z1; z2)}.
• S1 = {(a; g)}; S2 = {(a; f); (c; d)}: Replace (a; g) by (a; z1), (g; z1), (d; z2)
in T1 and replace (a; f) by (f; z1), (z1; z2), (a; z2) in T2. Set m(f; z1)=
{(f; b); (b; z1)}, m(g; z1) = {(g; b); (b; z1)}, m(a; z2) = {(a; z1); (z1; z2)}, m(c; d)=
{(c; z2); (d; z2)}.
• S1 = {(c; d)}; S2 = {(a; f); (a; g)}: Replace (c; d) by (c; z2); (d; z2); (z1; z2) in T1
and replace (a; f); (a; g) by (a; z1); (g; z1); (f; z1); (a; z2) in T2. Set m(f; z1) =
{(f; b); (b; z1)}; m(g; z1) = {(g; b); (b; z1)}; m(a; z2) = {(a; z1); (z1; z2)}.
• S1 = {(a; f); (a; g); (c; h)}: Replace them by (a; z1); (f; z1); (g; z1); (c; z2); (h; z2) in
T1 and add (c; z1); (z1; z2) to T2. Set m(f; z1) = {(f; b); (b; z1)}; m(g; z1) =
{(g; b); (b; z1)}; m(c; z1) = {(c; z2); (z1; z2)}; m(h; z2) = {(h; d); (d; z2)}.
• S1 = {(a; g)}; S2 = {(a; f); (c; h)}: Replace (a; g) by (a; z1); (g; z1); (d; z2) in T1 and
replace (a; f); (c; h) by (f; z1); (z1; z2); (a; z2); (c; z2); (h; z2) in T2. Set m(f; z1) =
{(f; b); (b; z1)}; m(g; z1) = {(g; b); (b; z1)}; m(a; z2) = {(a; z1); (z1; z2)}; m(h; z2) =
{(h; d); (d; z2)}.
• S1 = {(c; h)}; S2 = {(a; f); (a; g)}: Replace (c; h) by (c; z2); (h; z2); (z1; z2) in T1
and replace (a; f); (a; g) by (a; z1); (g; z1); (f; z1); (a; z2) in T2. Set m(h; z2) =
{(h; d); (d; z2)}; m(f; z1) = {(f; b); (b; z1)}; m(g; z1) = {(g; b); (b; z1)}; m(a; z2) =
{(a; z1); (z1; z2)}.
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• S1={(a; f); (b; g); (c; d)}: Replace them by (a; z1); (b; z1); (f; z1); (g; z1); (c; z2); (d; z2)
in T1 and add (c; z1); (z1; z2) to T2. Set m(f; z1) = {(f; b); (b; z1)}; m(g; z1) =
{(g; a); (a; z1)}; m(c; z1) = {(c; z2); (z1; z2)}.
• S1 = {(a; f)}; S2 = {(b; g); (c; d)}: Replace (a; f) by (a; z1); (f; z1); (d; z2) in T1 and
replace (b; g) by (g; z1); (z1; z2); (b; z2) in T2. Set m(f; z1)={(f; b); (b; z1)}; m(g; z1)=
{(g; a); (a; z1)}; m(b; z2) = {(b; z1); (z1; z2)}; m(c; d) = {(c; z2); (d; z2)}.
• S1 = {(c; d)}; S2 = {(a; f); (b; g)}: Replace (c; d) by (c; z2); (d; z2); (c; z1) in T1 and
replace (a; f); (b; g) by (a; z1); (b; z1); (g; z1); (f; z1); (z1; z2) in T2. Set m(f; z1) =
{(f; b); (b; z1)}; m(g; z1) = {(g; a); (a; z1)}; m(a; z2) = {(a; z1); (z1; z2)}; m(c; z1) =
{(c; z2); (z1; z2)}.
• S1 = {(a; f); (b; g); (c; h)} : Replace them by (a; z1); (b; z1); (f; z1); (g; z1); (c; z2),
(h; z2) in T1 and add (c; z1); (z1; z2) to T2. Set m(f; z1) = {(f; b); (b; z1)}, m(g; z1) =
{(g; a); (a; z1)}; m(c; z1) = {(c; z2); (z1; z2)}; m(h; z2) = {(h; d); (d; z2)}.
• S1 = {(b; g)}; S2 = {(a; f); (c; h)}: Replace (b; g) by (b; z1); (g; z1); (d; z2) in T1
and replace (a; f); (c; h) by (f; z1); (a; z1); (c; z2); (h; z2) in T2. Set m(f; z1) =
{(f; b); (b; z1)}; m(g; z1) = {(g; a); (a; z1)}; m(h; z2) = {(h; d); (d; z2)}.
• S1 = {(c; h)}; S2 = {(a; f); (b; g)}: Replace (c; h) by (c; z2); (h; z2); (z1; c) in T1 and
replace (a; f); (b; g) by (a; z1); (g; z1); (f; z1); (b; z1); (z1; z2) in T2. Set m(h; z2) =
{(h; d); (d; z2)}; m(c; z1) = {(z1; z2); (z2; c)}; m(f; z1) = {(f; b); (b; z1)}; m(g; z1) =
{(g; a); (a; z1)}.
• S1 = {(a; b); (a; f); (c; d); (c; g)}: Replace them with (a; z1); (b; z1); (f; z1); (c; z2);
(d; z2); (g; z2) in T1 and add (z1; z2); (c; z1) to T2. Set m(f; z1) =
{(f; b); (b; z1)}; m(g; z2) = {(g; d); (d; z2)}; m(c; z1) = {(c; z2); (z1; z2)}.
• S1 = {(a; b)}; S2 = {(a; f); (c; d); (c; g)}: Replace (a; b) by (a; z1); (b; z1); (z1; z2) in
T1 and replace (a; f); (c; d); (c; g) by (f; z1); (c; z2); (d; z2); (g; z2) to T2 then T2
has two connected components such that a and z1 are not in the same compo-
nent. By adding either (a; z2) or (c; z1) the two components will be connected. Set
m(f; z1) = {(f; b); (b; z1)}; m(g; z2) = {(g; d); (d; z2)}. If (a; z2)∈T2 set m(a; z2) =
{(a; z1); (z1; z2)} and otherwise set m(c; z1) = {(c; z2); (z1; z2)}.
• S1={(a; f)}; S2={(a; b); (c; d); (c; g)}: Replace (a; f) by (f; z1); (z1; z2); (a; z2) in T1
and replace (a; b); (c; d); (c; g) by (a; z1); (b; z1); (c; z2); (d; z2); (g; z2). Set m(f; z1)=
{(f; b); (b; z1)}; m(a; z2) = {(a; z1); (z1; z2)}, m(g; z2) = {(g; d); (d; z2)}.
• S1 = {(a; b); (a; f)}; S2 = {(c; d); (c; g)}: Replace (a; b); (a; f) by (a; z1); (b; z1),
(f; z1); (a; z2) in T1 and replace (c; d); (c; g) by (c; z2); (d; z2), (g; z2); (z1; z2) in T2.
Set m(f; z1)= {(f; b); (b; z1)}; m(a; z2)={(a; z1); (z1; z2)}; m(g; z2)={(g; d); (d; z2)}.
• S1 = {(a; b); (c; d)}; S2 = {(a; f); (c; g)}: Replace (a; b); (c; d) by (a; z1); (b; z1);
(c; z2); (d; z2) in T1 and replace (a; f); (c; g) by (f; z1); (g; z2) in T2. In T2 there are
three connected components. Add a pair of edges from (a; z2); (c; z1); (z1; z2) to make
it connected. Set m(f; z1)={(f; b); (b; z1)}; m(g; z2)={(g; d); (d; z2)}. If (a; z2)∈T2
set m(a; z2) = {(a; z1); (z1; z2)} and if (c; z1)∈T2 set m(c; z1) = {(c; z2); (z1; z2)}.
• S1={(a; b); (c; g)}; S2={(a; f); (c; d)}: Replace (a; b); (c; g) by (a; z1); (b; z1); (c; z2),
(g; z2) in T1 and replace (a; f) by (f; z1); (z1; z2); (a; z2). Set m(c; d)=
{(c; z2); (d; z2)}; m(g; z2) = {(g; d); (d; z2)}; m(f; z1) = {(f; b); (b; z1)}, m(a; z2) =
{(a; z1); (z1; z2)}.
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• S1 = {(a; b); (a; f); (c; g); (c; h)}: Replace them by (a; z1), (z1; b), (z1; f), (c; z2),
(g; z2), (h; z2) in T1 and add (c; z1), (z1; z2) to T2. Set m(z1; f) =
{(z1; b); (b; f)}; m(g; z2) = {(g; d); (d; z2)}; m(h; z2) = {(h; d); (d; z2)}; m(c; z1) =
{(c; z2); (z1; z2)}.
• S1 = {(a; b)}; S2 = {(a; f); (c; g); (c; h)}: Replace (a; b) by (a; z1); (b; z1); (z1; z2)
in T1 and replace (a; f); (c; g); (c; h) by (f; z1); (c; z2); (g; z2); (h; z2) in T2. T2
contains two connected components such that a; z1 are in distinct compo-
nents. Add one of (a; z2) or (c; z1) to make T2 connected. Set m(z1; f) =
{(z1; b); (b; f)}; m(g; z2) = {(g; d); (d; z2)}; m(h; z2) = {(h; d); (d; z2)}, if (c; z1)∈T2
set m(c; z1) = {(c; z2); (z1; z2)}, if (a; z2)∈T2 set m(a; z2) = {(a; z1); (z1; z2)}.
• S1={(a; f)}; S2={(a; b); (c; g); (c; h)}: Replace (a; f) by (a; z2); (z1; f); (z1; z2) in T1,
and replace (a; b); (c; g); (c; h) by (a; z1); (b; z1); (c; z2); (g; z2); (h; z2) in T2. Set
m(a; z2) = {(a; z1); (z1; z2)}; m(z1; f) = {(z1; b); (b; f)}; m(g; z2) = {(g; d); (d; z2)};
m(h; z2) = {(h; d); (d; z2)}.
• S1 = {(c; g)}; S2 = {(a; b); (a; f); (c; h)}: Replace (c; g) by (c; z1); (z1; z2); (g; z2) in T1
and (a; b); (a; f); (c; h) by (a; z1); (b; z1); (f; z1); (c; z2); (h; z2) in T2. Set m(z1; f) =
{(z1; b); (b; f)}; m(g; z2) = {(g; d); (d; z2)}; m(h; z2) = {(h; d); (d; z2)}; m(c; z1) =
{(c; z2); (z1; z2)}.
• S1={(a; b); (a; f)}; S2={(c; g); (c; h)}: Replace (a; b); (a; f) by (a; z1); (f; z1); (b; z1),
(z1; z2) in T1 and replace (c; g); (c; h) by (c; z2); (g; z2); (h; z2); (c; z1) in T2. Set
m(z1; f) = {(z1; b); (b; f)}; m(g; z2) = {(g; d); (d; z2)}; m(h; z2) = {(h; d); (d; z2)};
m(c; z1) = {(c; z2); (z1; z2)}.
• S1 = {(a; b); (c; g)}; S2 = {(a; f); (c; h)}: Replace (a; b); (c; g) by (a; z1); (b; z1),
(c; z2); (g; z2) in T1 and replace (a; f); (c; h) by (f; z1); (h; z2) in T2. T2 contains
three connected components such that a; z1; z2; c are in distinct components. Add
two of the edges (a; z2); (z1; z2); (z1; c) to T2 to make it connected. Set m(z1; f) =
{(z1; b); (b; f)}; m(g; z2) = {(g; d); (d; z2)}; m(h; z2) = {(h; d); (d; z2)}. If (c; z1)∈T2
set m(c; z1) = {(c; z2); (z1; z2)} and if (a; z2)∈T2 set m(a; z2) = {(a; z1); (z1; z2)}.
• S1 = {(a; b); (a; f); (c; g); (d; h)}: Replace them by (a; z1); (z1; b); (z1; f); (c; z2),
(g; z2); (h; z2); (d; z2) in T1 and add (a; z2); (z1; z2) to T2. Set m(z1; f) =
{(z1; b); (b; f)}; m(g; z2) = {(g; d); (d; z2)}; m(h; z2) = {(h; c); (c; z2)}; m(a; z2) =
{(a; z1); (z1; z2)}.
• S1 = {(a; b)}; S2 = {(a; f); (c; g); (d; h)}: Replace (a; b) by (a; z2); (b; z1); (z1; z2)
in T1 and replace (a; f); (c; g); (d; h) by (a; z1); (f; z1); (c; z2); (g; z2); (h; z2); (d; z2)
in T2. Set m(z1; f) = {(z1; b); (b; f)}; m(g; z2) = {(g; d); (d; z2)}; m(h; z2) =
{(h; c); (c; z2)}; m(a; z2) = {(a; z1); (z1; z2)}.
• S1 = {(a; f)}; S2 = {(a; b); (c; g); (d; h)}: Replace (a; f) by (a; z2); (z1; f); (z1; z2)
in T1, and replace (a; b); (c; g); (d; h) by (a; z1); (b; z1); (c; z2); (g; z2); (h; z2); (d; z2)
in T2. Set m(a; z2) = {(a; z1); (z1; z2)}; m(z1; f) = {(z1; b); (b; f)}; m(g; z2) =
{(g; d); (d; z2)}; m(h; z2) = {(h; c); (c; z2)}.
• S1 = {(c; g)}; S2 = {(a; b); (a; f); (d; h)}: Replace (c; g) by (c; z2); (z1; z2); (g; z2) in
T1 and replace (a; b); (a; f); (d; h) by (a; z1); (b; z1); (f; z1); (d; z2); (h; z2) in T2. Set
m(z1; f) = {(z1; b); (b; f)}; m(g; z2) = {(g; d); (d; z2)}; m(h; z2) = {(h; c); (c; z2)}.
• S1 = {(a; b); (a; f)}; S2 = {(c; g); (d; h)}: Replace (a; b); (a; f) by (a; z2); (f; z1),
(b; z1); (z1; z2) in T1 and replace (c; g); (d; h) by (c; z2); (g; z2); (h; z2), (a; z1); (d; z2)
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in T2. Set m(z1; f) = {(z1; b); (b; f)}; m(g; z2) = {(g; d); (d; z2)}; m(h; z2) =
{(h; c); (c; z2)}; m(a; z2) = {(a; z1); (z1; z2)}.
• S1 = {(a; b); (c; g)}; S2 = {(a; f); (d; h)}: Replace (a; b); (c; g) by (a; z1); (b; z1),
(c; z2); (g; z2) in T1 and replace (a; f); (d; h) by (f; z1); (a; z2); (z1; z2); (d; z2); (h; z2)
in T2. Set m(z1; f) = {(z1; b); (b; f)}; m(a; z2) = {(a; z1); (z1; z2)}; m(g; z2) =
{(g; d); (d; z2)}; m(h; z2) = {(h; c); (c; z2)}.
• S1 = {(a; i); (a; f); (c; g); (c; h)}: Replace them by (a; z1); (z1; i); (z1; f); (c; z2),
(g; z2); (h; z2) in T1 and add (c; z1); (z1; z2) to T2. Set m(z1; f) = {(z1; b); (b; f)};
m(i; z1) = {(i; b); (b; z1)}, m(g; z2) = {(g; d); (d; z2)}; m(h; z2) = {(h; d); (d; z2)};
m(c; z1) = {(c; z2); (z1; z2)}.
• S1 = {(a; f)}; S2 = {(a; i); (c; g); (c; h)}: Replace (a; f) by (a; z2); (z1; f); (z1; z2)
in T1, and replace (a; i); (c; g); (c; h) by (a; z1); (i; z1); (c; z2); (g; z2); (h; z2) in T2.
Set m(a; z2)= {(a; z1); (z1; z2)}; m(z1; f)= {(z1; b); (b; f)}; m(i; z1)= {(i; b); (b; z1)},
m(g; z2) = {(g; d); (d; z2)}; m(h; z2) = {(h; d); (d; z2)}.
• S1 = {(a; f); (a; i)}; S2 = {(c; g); (c; h)}: Replace (a; f); (a; i) by (a; z1); (f; z1),
(i; z1); (z1; z2) in T1 and replace (c; g); (c; h) by (c; z2); (g; z2); (h; z2); (c; z1)
in T2. Set m(z1; f) = {(z1; b); (b; f)}, m(i; z1) = {(i; b); (b; z1)}; m(g; z2) =
{(g; d); (d; z2)}; m(h; z2) = {(h; d); (d; z2)}; m(c; z1) = {(c; z2); (z1; z2)}.
• S1 = {(a; i); (c; g)}; S2 = {(a; f); (c; h)}: Replace (a; i); (c; g) by (a; z1); (i; z1),
(c; z2); (g; z2) in T1 and replace (a; f); (c; h) by (f; z1); (h; z2), (z1; z2) in T2.
T2 contains two connected components. Add either (c; z1) or (a; z2) to T2
makes it connected. Set m(z1; f) = {(z1; b); (b; f)}; m(i; z1) = {(i; b); (b; z1)},
m(a; z2) = {(a; z1); (z1; z2)}; m(g; z2) = {(g; d); (d; z2)}, if (h; z2)∈T2 set m(h; z2) =
{(h; d); (d; z2)}, if (c; z1)∈T2 set m(c; z1) = {(c; z2); (z1; z2)}.
• S1 ={(a; i); (a; f); (c; g); (d; h)}: Replace them by (a; z1); (z1; i); (z1; f); (c; z2); (g; z2),
(h; z2); (d; z2) in T1 and add (a; z2); (z1; z2) to T2. Set m(z1; f) =
{(z1; b); (b; f)}; m(i; z1) = {(i; b); (b; z1)}, m(g; z2) = {(g; d); (d; z2)}; m(h; z2) =
{(h; c); (c; z2)}; m(a; z2) = {(a; z1); (z1; z2)}.
• S1 = {(a; i)}; S2 = {(a; f); (c; g); (d; h)}: Replace (a; i) by (a; z2); (i; z1); (z1; z2)
in T1 and (a; f); (c; g); (d; h) by (a; z1); (f; z1); (c; z2); (g; z2); (h; z2); (d; z2)
in T2. Set m(z1; f) = {(z1; b); (b; f)}; m(i; z1) = {(i; b); (b; z1)}; m(g; z2) =
{(g; d); (d; z2)}; m(h; z2) = {(h; c); (c; z2)}, m(a; z2) = {(a; z1); (z1; z2)}.
• S1 = {(c; g)}; S2 = {(a; i); (a; f); (d; h)}: Replace (c; g) by (c; z2); (z1; z2); (g; z2)
in T1 and replace (a; f); (a; i); (d; h) by (a; z1); (i; z1); (f; z1); (d; z2); (h; z2)
in T2. Set m(z1; f) = {(z1; b); (b; f)}; m(i; z1) = {(i; b); (b; z1)}m(g; z2) =
{(g; d); (d; z2)}; m(h; z2) = {(h; c); (c; z2)}.
• S1 = {(a; i); (a; f)}; S2 = {(c; g); (d; h)}: Replace (a; i); (a; f) by (a; z2),
(f; z1), (i; z1), (z1; z2) in T1 and (c; g), (d; h) by (c; z2), (g; z2),
(h; z2), (a; z1), (d; z2) in T2. Set m(z1; f) = {(z1; b); (b; f)}, m(i; z1) =
{(i; b); (b; z1)}, m(g; z2) = {(g; d); (d; z2)}, m(h; z2) = {(h; c); (c; z2)}, m(a; z2) =
{(a; z1); (z1; z2)}.
• S1 = {(a; i); (c; g)}; S2 = {(a; f); (d; h)}: Replace (a; i); (c; g) by (a; z1); (i; z1),
(c; z2); (g; z2) in T1 and (a; f); (d; h) by (f; z1); (a; z2); (z1; z2), (d; z2), (h; z2) in T2.
Set m(i; z1)= {(i; b); (b; z1)}; m(z1; f)= {(z1; b); (b; f)}; m(a; z2)= {(a; z1); (z1; z2)};
m(g; z2) = {(g; d); (d; z2)}; m(h; z2) = {(h; c); (c; z2)}.
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• S1 = {(a; i); (b; f); (c; g); (d; h)}: Replace them by (a; z1); (z1; i); (z1; f),
(b; z1); (c; z2); (g; z2); (h; z2); (d; z2) in T1. T1 now contains cycles. Transfer
one of the new edges that belongs to a cycle in T1 to T2 and also add
(z1; z2) to T2. Set m(z1; f) = {(z1; a); (a; f)}; m(i; z1) = {(i; b); (b; z1)}; m(g; z2) =
{(g; d); (d; z2)}; m(h; z2) = {(h; c); (c; z2)}.
• S1 = {(a; i)}; S2 = {(b; f); (c; g); (d; h)}: Replace (a; i) by (a; z2); (i; z1); (z1; z2)
in T1 and (b; f); (c; g); (d; h) by (b; z1); (f; z1); (c; z2); (g; z2); (h; z2); (d; z2)
in T2. Set m(z1; f) = {(z1; a); (a; f)}; m(i; z1) = {(i; b); (b; z1)}; m(g; z2) =
{(g; d); (d; z2)}; m(h; z2) = {(h; c); (c; z2)}, m(a; z2) = {(a; z1); (z1; z2)}.
• S1 ={(a; i); (b; f)}; S2 ={(c; g); (d; h)}: Replace (a; i); (b; f) by (a; z1); (f; z1); (i; z1),
(z1; z2); (b; z1) in T1. T1 contains a cycle. Transfer one of the new edges to T2
and also replace (c; g); (d; h) by (c; z2); (g; z2); (h; z2); (d; z2) in T2. Set m(z1; f) =
{(z1; a); (a; f)}; m(i; z1) = {(i; b); (b; z1)}; m(g; z2) = {(g; d); (d; z2)}; m(h; z2) =
{(h; c); (c; z2)}.
• S1 = {(a; i); (c; g)}; S2 = {(b; f); (d; h)}: Replace (a; i); (c; g) by (a; z1); (i; z1),
(c; z2); (g; z2) in T1 and replace (b; f); (d; h) by (f; z1); (b; z1); (d; z2); (h; z2)
in T2. Set m(i; z1) = {(i; b); (b; z1)}; m(z1; f) = {(z1; a); (a; f)}; m(g; z2) =
{(g; d); (d; z2)}; m(h; z2) = {(h; c); (c; z2)}.
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